Achieving Calm
for Students
Facing Crisis:
Behavior Lite
for ELs

Changing schools or environments is traumatic
for any student. For English Learner students,
that trauma can be many times worse and may
involve fleeing from political strife, war, natural
disasters, famine, or other hardships that are almost
unimaginable. Then upon arrival, these children
may face racism, bullying, rejection, depression, and
loneliness in their new hometowns and schools.
It is essential for educators to replace this chaos with calm and
structure. From the everyday classroom to complex social/
emotional support scenarios, understanding and addressing the
experiences and needs of students can offer lifelines – or lead to
life-changing interventions.

Our award-winning technology is
only half of our story
We supercharge all Project
Education online software with
people power: expert partnership
and guidance from seasoned
educators, administrators, and tech
specialists. Our advisors can your
help district and schools customize
the system to your specific
situations, such as local and state
requirements or issues arising on
campuses. This human component
– a Project Education exclusive –
is integral to the winning results
we help schools achieve.
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Behavior Lite for ELs can be a difference-maker for your
district. Its customizable, web-based platform enables
districts to provide fair, compassionate support to students
and teachers in difficult situations. Data from teacher inputs,
forms, discipline, and surveys is compiled to provide valuable
insight into a student’s situation.
Those insights are delivered in easy-to-follow and up-to-theminute reports so you can make more informed decisions.
Correct interventions then have a better chance to yield
positive outcomes. Behavior Lite’s Mental Health and AntiBullying components elevate campus and district response to
incidents with instant alerts. Classroom and Social/Emotional
tracking can be added on to any other Project Education
program.
This Lite version of our popular Project Behavior module is
designed specifically for EL students, with value pricing that
can qualify for Title III funding to monitor ELs.
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to help school districts manage and track
student data. But Project Education goes
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solutions through a full family of products that
are easily integrated with existing systems and
processes, or can be effective as stand-alone
tools. All of this is backed up with superior
client service, training and ongoing support
provided by a team of experts from various
educational and technology backgrounds.
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Request a demo today and see why districts
are making the switch to Project Education.
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